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Photoplethysmography For Simultaneous Recording of Heart and Respiratory
Rates in Newborn Infants
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Abstract: A new non-invasive method for monitoring
of heart rate and respiratory rate is presented.
TNTRODUCTION

RESULTS

In infants with long-term lung disorders, apnoea of
premafurity or conrmlsions, it may be necessara to
monitor the heart and respiratory rates during a long
period. It is then of advantage if the monitoring
technique is easy to use by the parents and does not

Comparison between PPG and the traditional
ECG and impedance signals revealed a high degree
of correspondence between respiratory and heart
rates recorded with the two different methods. fn
most subjects there was almost t00oÄ correspondence. There was a higher agreement between the
PPG and ECG/impedance signals when the PPG
sensor was placed on the leg or on the buttock than
when it was placed in the interscapular region, from
which it was more difficult to distinguish individual

cause any disturbance to the infanL

When electromagnetic imaging is used as a diagnostic tool in infants it is also necessary to use other
tcchniques than ECG and transthoracic impedance,
as thcse techniques require ECG electrodes applied
on the thoracic cage. Recently new techniques have
been introduced, making it possible to record
respiratory and heart rates using fibre-optic sensors
(1,2).In this study we have compared the heart and
rcspiratorl rates recorded by photoplethysmography

l'ith

those recorded with the use of ECG

and

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Ten newborn infants nursed in a neonatal intensive

in a neonatal intermediate

DISCUSSION

To summarise, heart and respiratorX rates in
newbom infants can be monitored by
photoplethysmography although the technique must
be further investigated and developed so that it will
be possible to eliminate all disturbances causes by

transthoracic impedance (3).

care unit and

heart beats.

care unit

n'ere studied. The.'were in stable condition and none
of them needed :hanical ventilation at the time of
the study. Some of the infants were fullterm and some
preterm.

For the photoplethysmography @PG;a) a photo
detcctor (Sf'H 2030, Siemens, USA) was used. The
photoplethysmographic signal was derived from the
sl<in surface using an optical sensor which consists of
a photo detector circumferenced by 6 light-emitting
diodes (wavelength 940 nm). The PPG signal was offset-balanced and amplified and the heart and
respiratory signals were ertracted using specially
designed digital filters.
The optical sensor was attached to the skin at
three different measuring sites, the leg, the buttock
and the interscapular region. F'or comparisons heart
rates and respiratory rates were recorded with a
Hervlett Packard Merlin System. All signals were recorded on a TEAC RD-101 Data Recorder.
EVALUATION OF DATA

The recordings with the two techniques were
compared in order to determine which individual
heart beats and respiratorX cycles wene recorded
rvith one or both techniques

moyements PPG will be of great value for
monitoring during MRt and during radiographic
examinations when electrodes can not be applied on
the thoracic cage.
CONCLUSION

Heart and respiratory rates in newborn infants
can be monitored by photoplethysmography.
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